Senior Product Owner (B2B)
Why Money Dashboard?
We first launched in 2010, with a small team in Edinburgh, passionate about making the
often-confusing world of personal finance more open, transparent and accessible for
everyone.
Today our mission remains the same: to help people from every walk of life be happier and
more successful by mastering their money. We’re on a mission to change millions of lives,
and we do that both directly with our Money Dashboard consumer app, and indirectly
through partnerships with other fintech innovators.
Are you passionate about our mission? Do you want to be part of the next big fintech
success story?

That’s where the team comes in
We hire the best people and let them get on with it
A strong belief in what we do is what gets us out of bed in the morning. We believe less in
job titles and more in organising ourselves with a common goal to get things done.
●
●
●
●

We collaborate and seek input from others to do our best work
We are accountable for our own acts and omissions, celebrate our wins and look for
ways to improve our work, our product and ourselves
We disrupt and we learn fast
We focus on creating a culture that works for everyone and seek people who will help
us challenge our own assumptions

Are you ready for the challenge?
We are creating a role for a Product Owner to lead the Data Enrichment squad, which will
benefit both the Money Dashboard app and B2B partners - more details at:
https://categorisation.moneydashboard.com/
We are looking for a motivated self-starter who is ready to take charge and make their mark
by taking a high-level product vision and turning it into reality. Imagine being afforded the
opportunity to run a start-up with zero personal risk. This is your chance. You’ll be running
your own squad that will create the future of finance. You will be supported and mentored by
a senior leadership team who will nurture both your personal and professional development.

Here’s what our ideal Product Owner for Data Enrichment looks like:
●

You will have a deep understand the Open Banking landscape
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● You have a proven track record as a product owner who has led teams to build and
●
●
●
●
●

●

manage B2B products (ideally API services too) that customers love.
You love working directly with engineers, designers and data scientists in a
fast-paced environment
You are well versed in agile development practices (scrum, retros, planning, design
sprints etc)
You know when to employ different approaches to product management, and can
balance lean-style MVP experimental work with focused iteration.
You adopt a customer-centric approach to product development
You show initiative, by identifying and initiating new projects from a roadmap you
have developed in collaboration across the organisation to help drive the quality of
data across the organisation.
You are a team player with an enthusiastic, positive can-do attitude with the gravitas
to lead, inspire, influence and innovate
You have a track record of developing and nurturing talent within teams

●
● You pride yourself on meeting deadlines and expect to work under pressure
● You have strong self-awareness with a high level of emotional intelligence and

interpersonal skills
● You’re a self-starter, tenacious and inquisitive – use initiative to identify opportunities
and solve problems
● You’re looking for more than just a paycheck. You share our vision of a more open
and transparent financial landscape for all

Sound like you? Here’s some of what you’ll be doing:
●

Work with the executive team to report on key metrics about data enrichment in the
firm and measure the team and respond to demand, incidents and the changing
landscape of the dynamic FinTech industry
● Collaborate with the Money Dashboard app teams, the data asset management
teams and our Categorisation Service teams, understand their differing priorities and
focus and develop a roadmap that best services them.
● Developing a longer-term roadmap, whilst being laser focussed on short-term
delivery (#now, #next, #future roadmap)
● Support your team to set clear goals and key results, learn and adjust course when
needed
● Coordinate project kick-offs, check-ins, internal handoffs and final deliveries

● Lead the ideation, technical development, and launch of innovative product features
● Work hands-on with designers and engineers to implement and build new features
● Bring growth mindset - always looking to improve and contribute where necessary in
●

a fast growing scale up environment
Become an authority on the classification of open banking data to identify the
purpose / reason for transactions and the merchants where transactions occur and
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●

be instrumental in defining the gold standard for the FinTech industry engaging with
external parties such as banks, other FinTechs and authoritative bodies to help
define the wider use of Open Banking within the UK.
Developing the longer-term B2B strategy

You’ll be in good company
You will be part of a newly created team of high achievers running your own squad. This will
be a great opportunity to learn. You will have a high impact and play a key role in taking
Money Dashboard to the next level and putting your mark on the Open Banking movement.

What we offer:
● Competitive Salary
● Pension Contributions
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

33 days of holidays plus a hot day on the rare occasion it gets hotter than 22 degrees
in Edinburgh!
Fully flexible holidays (take the days whenever you want)
Perkbox - think cheap cinema tickets, free coffees and mobile phone insurance
The opportunity to learn, grow and progress your career
Conferences and Events so you can learn from tech’s brightest minds
Free food after 7pm for late workers
Extra day of holidays for each year of service.
Staff lunch on Fridays
Cycle to work scheme
Your choice of tech kit
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